
Installing software – be careful about your source
This will demonstrate the issues around downloading software and not being careful about what you 
accept. It will demonstrate how to recover.
In Windows Vista and 7 there is no automatic creation of a restore point. Before installing software, 
other than directly from Microsoft, I advise making a Restore Point as it can be useful to return your 
PC/laptop to the state it was in prior to the install.
NB. That is not guaranteed as some malware will attempt to modify the restore system making it 
difficult to recover.
In this I will install bleachbits, but it could have been any number of applications, from CNET.
To make a restore point click on Start, 
the orb at bottom left, and in the small 
box, which is greyed, over-type with 
system restore. Click on System 
Restore which will appear in the list 
above the search, to get this 
Click on Next and type in some helpful 
information. In this case it was
Prior to install bleachbits

Google using “install bleachbits”, without the quotes to get this

Click this 

My advice is always to download 
from the owners web site or sourceforge

But I will install from CNET to 
show a problem



Click on that web address to get

Note the comment on Installer Enabled and the small i to the right of it. Click on that i to see what it 
states – see above. This type of information is not always shown by malware providers.
Click on Download Now. You will get 
a window showing the .exe, save it then 
double click to open it, with the usual 
Windows' warnings, to get this.

Installer Enabled

Small i



Click Next Step to get this.
Read it. Do you want those 
offers?
NB. The Decline button is 
grey and that usually 
implies it is inactive. It is 
not, so click Decline.

The next window is this. 
Read the words. I will 
accept this to show what 
happens to your browser 
and the annoying, in my 
eyes, messages that appear.

Click Accept.

I refer to this below as 
I had a problem in one trial



The next two windows are shown below. Are those offers you really want? Decline both.

The remaining Steps download and install bleachbits.
Open your browser, in this case, Firefox to get



Closed the browser and opened it again to get

I attempted to click No, greyed out, and I was taken to the driver download site.
Closed the browser and opened it again to get

Note. The browser search has been changed (in Firefox click on Tools then Options then General 
tab and the change is visible) and there is another icon

The browser has been
 changed to conduit.
 NB. It did give that

 warning

Extra icon



Open Control panel and click the entry for Uninstal a program and you will see an application, 
Search protect, has been installed.
You could just uninstal from Control Panel but, in my experience, unwanted entries can be left 
behind. I prefer to return to a restore point I made.
Open System Restore (the how is 
stated above).
Windows suggest a point but I want 
my selection. Click on Choose etc

Click Next to get the list of 
available Restore points

Highlight your selection. In this 
case it is the one I created earleir
Prior to install bleachbits

Click this



Click Next to get this. Note the advice 
about saving files and closing programs.
Click Finish then you get the warning 
shown. Click yes if you want to continue.

Windows will close down and display messages on its progress.
Windows restarts and, on 
completion, displays this.

NB. Your documents are unaffected by the Restore.
Depending on when the Restore point was made you may need to redo some other updates eg from 
windows, new versions of Firefox, etc.
In the three trials of this process two, including the one demonstrated, worked completely. In the 
other Firefox would not open and I had to reinstall it. In that trial I tried to change the search box 
back to google and that may have complicated matters especially as there was a warning, see Step 3 
above, that any attempt to change the browser would be blocked. I probably fell foul off that.

Advice



Further examples
This is Ccleaner which has a pre-set Install 
Google Chrome

This is Adobe Flash which has McAfee Security Scan pre-set.




